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HOW READEST THOU? 
 
Interpretation and emphasis make a world of difference when reading. Truth is transparent, yet 
how many miss its meaning! Revelation is made to “babes” while the “wise and prudent” 
continue on in the dark. The dull ox lifts its unseeing eyes to the landscape and beholds no 
beauty. The appeal is in the tuft of grass at its feet. So it is with many that are heirs to immortal 
glory – the angel hovers over them with the crown, but the “muck-rake” possesses them. The 
poor temporalities of time prove to be the “mess of pottage” for which the birthright is sold – 
all because there has been a wrong reading – a false estimate- a disproportionate sense of value 
– a mistaken interpretation. 
  
A lawyer came to Jesus inquiring the way of life. The lawyer should know the law – and Christ, 
the questioned, became the questioner: “What is written in the law? How readest thou?” His 
answer was such as to merit the approval of the Master: “Thou hast answered right: this do and 
thou shalt live.” Was there ever a more comprehensive statement as to the content of the law 
than that given by the lawyer? So brief and yet so full! Christ had sent the double question 
hurtling its way to his heart so that not only “what” was written had to be stated, but “how” he 
read – that is, how he understood, what emphasis he placed on it. Did all mean all? Was it 
extremely personal and particular in the “thou” and “thy” rather than being merely general in 
its scope, and could it mean to be inclusive of the whole man when the affections of the heart, 
the volition of the soul, the strength of the body and the faculties of the mind were called for, 
and was it imperative in its claim when its words were so positive: “How readest thou?” The 
searching question found him, and, willing to justify himself, he proposes another question 
involved in the consideration: “Who is my neighbor?” “Who is it whom I have to love as myself?” 
And there followed the simple yet sublime story of the Good Samaritan to illuminate this man’s 
darkness, and that same story has aided very many to change in the way of reading what is 
written, and down through the ages comes its clamant call to us today: “Go and do thou 
likewise!” 
  
You must read the story afresh for yourself, as I have done on the threshold of this, our great 
annual week of prayer and Self-Denial, and gather the inspiration that comes when, with prayerful 
sincerity, you ask God how he would have you read. Probably a new and helpful vision of your 
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“neighbor” and his needs may be given which will, if you are true to that view, marvelously 
stimulate your activity, and “the blessing of him that was ready to perish” will fall upon your 
head. Let me try to help you. 
  
Surely there never was a time when the need was greater for Samaritan-like help and Samaritan-
like sacrifice than today. The world is so full of woe, and the broken and fallen are so innumerable 
all about us, that we cannot turn without being impressed with the vastness of the necessity. 
Neighbors all – whether at our doors or at a distance – a common tie binds us and a special 
imposition impels us. We have to “go into all the world” with the Gospel, and one of the marvels 
of the religious world today is the way The Salvation Army has gone. Thirty-six years ago not a 
corps or station had been opened up outside of Great Britain, and yet today the Blood-and-Fire 
Flag is waving in fifty-eight different countries and colonies and the Gospel is being preached in 
thirty-six different languages. It is a fascinating record, and the achievement right from the very 
start is consequent upon Self-Denial. It was the Samaritan spirit that took my precious father to 
the Mile End Waste. His whole life was an answer to the Saviour’s Question: “How readest thou?” 
and three worlds were told by daily toil of the estimate and the measure of his debt to his God 
and his duty to his neighbor. That sacrificial outpouring of his life fifty years ago was maintained 
and was progressive even to the end. He never took it back. 
  
Shall we offer less than our all? “How readest thou?” This war-torn world “waiteth for the 
manifestation of the sons of God.” In the various lands where our Flag flies a great dearth of 
means required to carry on the extensive operations of The Army is known. Special distress is 
likely to limit several territories doing what they usually do. Here we are favored, being at peace 
with the world and having a measure of prosperity quite unknown elsewhere, and it seems to me 
that America is in a very special sense called to the privilege and duty of doing the Samaritan 
work. Bleeding nations stretch out their helpless hands and the groans of the crushed and 
burdened reach our ears. What shall we do? “Love thy neighbor as thyself.” “How readest thou?” 
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